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::::::::::::::: MEMBER  PROJECTS:::::::::::::: STEVE SANER :::::::::::

So far this year, I have been busy with so many other

activities that I have had little time for building new

rockets. That's not to say that I have been completely

idle with regards to rocketry. I've been doing some 

work on a long term project,  a 54mm minimum diameter

rocket that I am optimizing for altitude and velocity. Late 

last year I turned a wood nose cone on the lathe. This will

be a plug used to make a fiberglass mold and ultimately a

fiberglass nose. 

Perhaps the most significant thing that I have done with regard to rocketry, as well as 

many other projects, is to join the MakeICT maker group in Wichita. As a member, I 

have access to a laser cutter, 3D printers, a full wood  shop, metal  shop, and more. 

For rocketry, I am particularly excited about the opportunity to cut custom fins, 

centering rings, and other wood parts with the laser cutter. The first thing I have used 

this machine for is to make a parting board that will be used in the mold making 

process for the nose cone ( pictured below). If anyone needs some custom parts, let 

me know !

             

Steve Saner - KOSMOnaut



::::::::MEMBER PROJECTS:::::::KEITH RAVENSTEIN

As some of you may have figured out I am working 
on a LARGE project. It is still in the building stages but
it is coming along.  When finished we will have 
available at our launches a mobile firefighting unit. It 
is based on a 1991 Cushman model with only 1,989
hours on it as per the meter, runs good, has 3 speeds
forward, one speed in  reverse. It needs some minor
work, but is very usable. I will be acquiring parts to 
put a spray rig on it. The idea is to put a boom system
on the front bumper and have a spot spray wand
available as well. The nozzles I have selected are 
1 gpm fan spray and I want to put 4 of them on. The
reason for the front placement is so that you can 
drive and get the ground wet as you drive to and
through the fire and see where you are going. The
boom will be mounted just about the bumper. I plan 
on purchasing a 35 gallon poly tank. I am in the 
process of purchasing a host of other needed item.  To get the Cushman to the 
launch site I am constructing a trailer. I have decided to do a tilt bed design and 
therefore get rid of ramps. The trailer is 5' X 12' without the dovetail and will 

have  a full or partial 2X6 floor. It will have the capability to have stake side 
walls as well. I still need to mount lights, dove tail, floor, tie down rings, and a 
system to hold the bed up when loading and unloading. Look for it at an 
upcoming KOSMO launch  !



:::::::::MEMBER PROJECTS:::::::::JOHN PALMER

OK, we've had some wonderful projects from KOSMO
members in  this issue.  Steve making some really cool 
parts and learning a lot in his maker group.  Keith 
putting together a really big project that makes use of
his mechanical skills.  And now John Palmer, who we 
call affectionately “Mr. Scale.”  This boy has been building
ROCKETS this winter.  And so we present four beautiful
models below that are just waiting to blast off into
our beautiful (and hopefully calm) Kansas skies.
Great work John.  Makes the rest of want to hit the 
shop a little harder and show up with some new stuff.

TOP ROW: LEFT, MERCURY ATLAS. RIGHT, MERCURY REDSTONE

BOTTOM ROW: LEFT: SATURN 1B, RIGHT, STRONG-ARM




